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Our Voice
Mai i te pae maunga, raro ki te tai
Mai i te awa tonga, raro ki te awa raki
Tēnei te hapori awhi ai e Taratahi.
Whano whano, haramai te toki
Haumi ē, hui ē, tāiki ē!
Tihei mauri ora.

From the peaks of our mountains, down to the coast
From Waiohine to the South, down to Waingawa to the North
This is our community; embraced by Taratahi.
It binds us and strengthens us. We move forward together.
I sneeze! ’Tis the breath of life.

Written to form part of the Carterton District Council Annual Plan, 2018. Kindly contributed by Marty Sebire.
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Whose plan is it?
This Community Plan belongs to the
community of Carterton. This is a living
document, with the intention of continued
adaption and refinement to strengthen
community purpose, motivation, aspirations
and benefits.
The role of Ka Pai Carterton was to facilitate a
process to gather ideas from the community, to
recognise the common directions and to
consolidate the results into this community
plan.

How will this plan be used?
Aside from supporting community action
within Carterton, this plan is also intended to
be used as the basis for funding or other
formal applications for external support for the
Carterton Community to achieve the actions
outlined here.

Who will make it happen;
when will it happen?
The actions outlined in this plan will need to be
resolutely initiated to avoid this plan gathering
dust while sitting on a shelf. The success of this
plan will require many people and groups
within the community working together. The
pace of progress will be determined by the
resources we have within the community and
by the level and time investment and funding
we gain from stakeholders and additional
external parties.
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Executive SUMMARY
Our community VISION
Carterton is a champion community: the most connected, resilient and aspirational community in New Zealand
Our community ASPIRATIONS
Creating an IDENTITY
that is our own

Building a vibrant
CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT that supports
innovation and ‘shop
locally’

Shared cultural learnings,
creativity and connection
through COLLABORATIVE
SPACES

An INFRASTRUCTURE of
efficiency and accessibility
allowing a ‘stress free’ way
of life

An abundance of STUFF
TO DO allowing an active
and connected district

Healthy and happy people
supported by a
SUSTAINABILITY /
VALUES focus

A place that nurtures
YOUTH

Underpinned by CLD (Community Led Development) PRINCIPLES
Grow from SHARED VISIONS

Build from STRENGTHS

Work with DIVERSE PEOPLE and
SECTORS

Grown COLLABORATIVE LOCAL
LEADERSHIPS

Learn by DOING

Community Wellbeing VALUES
Social, Economic, Cultural and Environmental Sustainability that strengthens the body, mind and spirit
Through the Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) partnership the Ka Pai Carterton’s Implementation Phase is a three year undertaking. Year One of this plan is about uncovering strengths and building
connections to develop community resilience in preparation for a strong future. This will be achieved by identifying:
• Both like-minded people and those with differences/diversities;
• Training opportunities;
• What is working in other areas; and
Community events that build relationships and forge partnerships and collaborations.
To be successful ... we need people working in collaboration with others to achieve the best outcomes for our community. We need to look at positive engagements that strengthen the purpose and
capacity for betterment. Year Two and beyond is about embedding what we have learnt and applying our knowledge to satisfactorily implement other projects. This process will involve consistent review
and adaption to increase productivity and ensure continued ongoing community successes.
DIA supports

Ka Pai Carterton bolsters

Community strengthens

Everyone benefits

Repeat

Ka Pai Carterton anticipates working collaboratively with Carterton District Council (CDC) on many projects. Ka Pai Carterton operates independently of CDC and is funded by the Department of
Internal Affairs, not by the Ratepayers. The CDC is responsible for developing and maintaining a wide range of public services and facilities to provide a quality lifestyle for those living within the
Carterton district.
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Executive SUMMARY
FOCUS

INTENDED
OUTCOME
The Why?

PARTICIPATION
Who?

PROGRESS
What happened?

APPRAISAL
How well?

RESPONSIBILITY
Who?

TIME FRAME
When?

Utilising strengths of the
individuals

Bringing community
aspirations to fruition

Ka Pai Carterton,
stakeholders and project
participants

Success of activities
undertaken

Stakeholder/s assessment of Identified key Stakeholders
progress
as per individual projects

As determined by individual
projects

Using existing strengths and
assets

Utilising strengths of the
individuals for the progress
of the community

Appropriate community
members

Success of activities
undertaken

Variance of skills and assets
successfully sourced from
community

Identified community
members and assets

As determined by individual
projects

Many people and groups
working together

Sharing the responsibility of
growing the community’s
future

Community groups and
individuals plus external
resources

Success of activities
undertaken

Number of people and
groups collaborating

Identified key Stakeholders
as per individual projects

As determined by individual
projects

Building diverse and
collaborative local
leaderships

Retaining diverse skills from
within the community to
ensure long term
commitments

Individuals from within
community across varying
sectors

Success of activities
undertaken

Number of diverse
identified leaderships

Identified key Stakeholders
as per individual projects

As determined by individual
projects

Adaptive planning and
action, informed by
outcomes

Building community
resilience and adaptability
for future proofing

Identified resources as
dictated through projects

Success of activities
undertaken

Adaptability and progress of dentified key Stakeholders
projects
as per individual projects

As determined by individual
projects

Source: 'Te Ara Whakamua o Waitara /The Journey Forward for Waitara’ framework
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Get INVOLVED
Where to NEXT?
Kickstart an idea in the Community Plan!
Drive, support or be a team player for part of the
Plan!
Engage with us - get more details!
Bring your energy and enthusiasm to make a start.
Share your vision and let’s do what we can,
together.
Learn more at ‘Ka Pai Carterton’ on Facebook,
www.kapaicarterton.nz or drop us a line:
hello@kapaicarterton.nz
See you soon,
Cimone and Lucy.

Our FUTURE
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Establishing the KAUPAPA
Tēnā Koutou,
My name is Cimone, I am a proud Carterton local and the Ka Pai Carterton facilitator. It is my absolute
pleasure to be part of the submission team for Carterton’s Community Plan.
The express purpose of this document: to produce a Community Plan that represents the entire
Carterton community. We are part of the Community-Led Development Programme created by the
Department of Internal Affairs. The end product is significantly more than just a Government reporting
document. This Community Plan started as a discovery process. It turned into a journey and became a
celebration of the Carterton people and the glorious places within our district that we treasure. We have
highlighted moments in people’s lives and included the proposed community ideas that may enhance our
lives and those of the people around us. We studied the natural beauty of the land and explored
supportive and ingenious ways to utilise these key Wairarapa features and bring them to a wider audience.
We looked at what ‘things’ already exist in the district and discussed ways to smarten up or reinvigorate
them. We also pondered the identity of Carterton and how the community can further develop this
through exploring and engaging in some of the activities and ideas set out in this plan. When I say ‘we’, I
mean the community of Carterton - the people who associate with Carterton. They reside here, work
here, visit here, study here, gather here or play here and they have all contributed to this plan. Through
conversations, surveys, social media posts, committee attendance, event support, school visits, interviews
and all manner of ways they have poured themselves into this document. These are the views of our
community and the things that matter most to Carterton.
Not everything in Carterton is rosy, we acknowledge that issues exist here, these have not been ignored.
Instead we have named them, attempted to tackle them head on and discuss possible solutions in an
inclusive and productive way. By sharing genuine concerns and bringing them into the light we hope to
lessen the impact of these issues on people’s lives.
Included in our Community Plan is the heart and feel of the people involved in shaping it. This is a living
document and the intention of it will adapt and evolve as we gain momentum and begin developing and
shaping our future district, together. We are vested in making our community stronger, more connected,
more resilient and prepared for what lies ahead. Read on.
Cimone
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Our PLACE

A traditional Māori storytelling
How the Wairarapa, its mountains and rivers, found their names.

Haunuiananaia was the ancestor of the Te Ati Hau a
Paparangi people of the Whanganui region. Haunui had
reason to pursue his errant wife Wairaka who had run
off with a slave. He set out from his home at Te Matau a
Maui following the path of Wairaka and her lover across
the island and down the west coast. After exacting his
revenge he decided to go home via the East Coast.
Haunui named many of the landmark features that he
came across during his mission.
He started back towards Te Matau a Maui. He climbed a
high mountain and on reaching the top he sat down to
rest. There he thought about what he had done. He
named the mountain Remutaka -‘to sit down’. As
Haunui sat there he saw a lake before him. When he
looked towards the lake the reflection of the sun caught
his eyes and made them water. It was this incident that
led to the name – Wairarapa. It was not so much the
glistening water but the reflection of the sun that caught
his eye and made them water. The full saying is found in
a number of old waiata that have been left behind, ‘ka
rarapa nga kanohi ko Wairarapa’ – his eyes sparkled
hence Wairarapa.

After resting a while Haunui stood up and saw in the
distance, at the northern end of the valley, a high
mountain standing alone. He concentrated on this
mountain as a navigational landmark and named it
Rangitumau – meaning ‘standing up to the sky’ or
alternatively ‘holding up the sky’.
Haunui descended Remutaka and travelled into and up
the valley. At the first river he came to he discovered a
whare or maemae, the walls and roof of which were
thatched with Nikau Palm leaves. He named this river
Tauwharenikau -‘the house made of nikau’.

‘It was not so much the glistening
water but the reflection of the
sun that caught his eye and made
them water.’
At the next river crossing he sat down on a bank to
rest and as he looked down into the water he imagined
he could see Wairaka’s face which made him sad. This
river he named Wai o Hine Wairaka –‘water for his
woman’ referring to the tears he shed. We know it
today as Waiohine.

At the next river he tested the depth with his
tokotoko/walking stick and gave it the name Waipoua.
Another term for tokotoko is pou and wai is water.
The final river that Haunui named was Ruamahanga
meaning ‘twin forks’ which can refer to the many
tributaries that join the river or also to a waka-inuwai
(bird snare trough) that he found placed in a fork in a
tree by the river.
Haunui returned home on his god Rongomai, a giant
eagle that is today seen in the form of a meteor, but
before doing so visited Rangitumau to look back over
the land he had come from.
Source: Rangitāne Education website

Our PLACE

Rhondda Greig’s art installation, ‘Tohutohu’ at Carterton Events Centre.

He named the river we know as Waingawa –
Waiawangawanga, awangawanga meaning ‘uncertain or
troubled’ because the river appeared to go in all
directions with many bends. It did not look like it knew
where it was going.
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From the Mountains to the Sea
In the furthest northwest corner of the

Carterton’s history is remembered through
the Hurunui-o-Rangi Marae (the last
remaining Pa in the district) and the many
fine colonial buildings of the region.

District lies Taratahi/Mount Holdsworth,
one of several entrances to the Tararua
Department of Conservation Park.

Gazetted as Carter’s Reserve and
granted protection as part of Charles
Rooking Carter’s estate in 1921, a rare
remnant of Wairarapa lowland forest, lies
on the former Carter property to the
east of the settlement, near Gladstone.

In the countryside you will find Norfolk
Road that is home to Beg, Borrow &
Brew for Sunday Slowdown sessions and
also the Watermill Bakery that opens on
Friday evenings for their famous wood fire
pizzas. Nestled in a typically picturesque
Wairarapa setting with eels in the stream
that get fed by delighted children.

Near the Mangahuia Stream to the east
of the town, is Gladstone and the East
Taratahi regions. A number of vineyards

Beyond Kaipaitangata Road, Dalefield

have been established since the mid

has a beautifully carved out mountain bike

1980’s, other crops such as olives are also

trail that weaves down Mount Dick with

finding favour, particularly with newer

stunning views across the district.

residents living on lifestyle blocks.

West of Carterton lies Forest and Bird’s 48

Gladstone boasts the Gladstone Inn,
Gladstone Vineyard and the Gladstone
Sports & Social Complex.

hectare Fensham Reserve, a remnant
kahikatea swamp forest and important
wetlands with a one hour walking track.

On Ahiaruhe Road, south east of the
town, sits Aotearoa Stonehenge a full
working structure of the original
Stonehenge. Celebrating astronomical
events such as Equinox, Solstices and
Matariki.

‘The Cliffs’ on the banks of the

Carterton’s main street, retains its unpretentious character, offers opportunities for bargains and interesting

Ruamahanga River is a popular

shops including 3Mile Co-Working Space, Take Note, Balter Bar & Kitchen, French Rustic Bistro

camping spot and plays host to the

Mirabelle and Page 42 Café & Gelato. Some of these shops have retained historic character with tongue and

annual Harvest Festival drawing in

groove timber floors and classic old verandas, some held up by the original moulded cast iron poles.

crowds from far and wide.
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“ We love Carterton, it’s the people that make the town. It is a town
that is awakening in terms of its growing population and infancy
of its community projects and opportunities.

”

Rowena Bennett, Carterton resident.
A response to a Ka Pai Carterton Facebook
survey asking people
“How proud are you to live in Carterton?”

Our PLACE
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Brief HISTORY

The Carterton District was inhabited
by Maori prior to pakeha settlement in
the 1850s. Originally known as Three
Mile Bush the ‘township’ was established
to house and support immigrant
workers building the road between
Greytown and Masterton.
In 1857, in recognition of Charles
Rooking Carter’s devotion and
advocacy of the Wairarapa, settlers
chose the name of Carterville for the
new village, later changed to
Carterton in 1859.
Carterton School opened its doors in
1861 and continues to offer primary
education to the Wairarapa community.
Richard Fairbrother opened the town’s
first store and postal agency in 1861
and later became the first Mayor. He
held this role until a year before his
death in 1892.
The Carterton District library on
Holloway Street is New Zealand's
oldest purpose-built library that is still
in use as a library today.

Our COMMUNITY
In 1966, prominent kiwi wallpaper
designer, William Mason, bought
Carter House with his wife Maureen.
They operated ‘Mason Handprints’
from studios on the property and
became known for ornate handprinted
designs. The house was sold in 1974
when Mason retired, selling the
wallpaper company to his friend Tony
Nightingale of Resene.

Carterton’s Railway Station is the
original building built in 1880 and has
been running as a passenger service
ever since. Located west of the town
centre off Belvedere Road it transports
the growing number of commuters
between Wellington CBD and
Carterton.
The Carter Home on Moreton Road
was built in 1901, made possible as a
bequest in the will of Charles Rooking
Carter. The home was intended as a
home for ageing workers and Carter
provided land and funding for the
establishment. Government provided
little provision for welfare at this time so
the concept of social care was ahead of
its time. The home provided quality
care for 12 elderly male residents aged
65yrs+, residents of Carterton for at
least five years prior and of sound
moral character. No payment was taken
from residents. The home closed in
1964.

From the turn of the 20th century,
Carterton developed and consolidated
into a sound, rural service centre. Along
with the dairy industry, another major
employer was the Waingawa Freezing
Works.
From the mid-1980s, the township was
significantly buffeted by the winds of
economic change. In keeping with
other towns both large and small,
many industries, even those which
were long established, closed or were
rationalised.

Our COMMUNITY
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Carterton has shown a steady increase
in population since early 2000s and is
currently the fastest growing district in
the North Island. Between 2001 and
2013 there was an increase of more
than 20% bringing the usually resident
population to 8,235. (Statistics NZ,
2013 Census results).
People move to Carterton for a variety
of reasons including climate, lifestyle,
affordable housing and access to a
range of recreation activities. This
growth is continuing to enhance and
support a vibrant commercial
community.
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Our COMMUNITY

Clockwise L to R: Carterton Farmers Market, Lucy McKenzie (Ka Pai Carterton) and Rebecca Vergunst (Carterton District Council), MenzShed lads, Kelly McIssac (Jo, Kelly & Co), Helen
Dew, Jo Beetham (Kokomai), Jo Wisler (Jo, Kelly & Co), Sarah (Finom), Gerry Brooking (Carterton District Council), Lisa Fleming, Placemaking Advisory, Clodagh with Girl Guides South
Wairarapa and Moana & the Tribe.
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Carterton SNAPSHOT
Carterton lies in a farming area of the Wairarapa in New Zealand's North Island. It is located 14 kilometres (8.7 mi)
southwest of Masterton and 80 kilometres (50 mi) northeast of Wellington.

0.08 persons per hectare
9,690 Estimated Population, 2019
6 Primary schools including 1 school
including students to yr 12.

Land area

117,985

9 church congregations that meet for regular

hectares (1,180 Km2)

attendance.

Dependency ratio
More Carterton District residents worked in
agriculture, forestry and fishing in 2013 than
any other industry.

(persons younger than 15yrs and older than 64yrs)
is

70.7%.

That is

17.7% higher than the national average.

Our COMMUNITY
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Our COMMUNITY

Clockwise L to R: South Wairarapa Girl Guides, Go Carterton! social gathering, Leia Cooper, Jade and Millie
Randell (Headquarters Hair & Beauty), Lucy McKenzie (Ka Pai Carterton), Wini Mahowa (Department of
Internal Affairs) and Cimone Grayson (Ka Pai Carterton), members of South Wairarapa Kāhui Ako, Heart of
Arts committee, Inspiring Communities ‘Leading Community Led Change’ workshop, Adrian Jackman & Lisa
Rushman (Paper Crane Design), Age Concern weekly Carterton morning tea.

What happens in Carterton
The Kokomai Creative Arts Festival is a 10-day creative celebration. It runs biannually and showcases talent from around the globe, housed in various scenic
Wairarapa locations.

Carterton has popular eateries to account for all tastes Wild Oats Bakery, Clareville
Bakery and Café Olé that caters to shift workers and late night travellers passing
through Carterton.

Every spring since the 1920’s people have been coming to pick daffodils from
‘Middlerun’, a field on the Booth family farm. This has grown into the Annual Daffodil
Festival held every September.

A range of beautiful private gardens and residences are open to the public during
various historical occasions or walking tours.

The district is also home to the Scarecrow Festival held every November with
Scarecrows lining the roads from Gladstone to Longbush and activities including
Scarecrow Fair and Scarecrow Scamper.
Every autumn the Wairarapa International Balloon Festival has a number of
events held in the Carterton District. A stunning array of hot air balloons from
around the world take part in this week long festival.

Major events are held in the Carterton District throughout the year. The Information
Centre and the Carterton Public Library also share the space and welcome the
community to engage in relaxed surroundings. In 2011 the Carterton Events Centre
opened to support a wide range of events and invites local, national and international
acts to suit all tastes.
Regent 58 Brewery housed in the old Regent Cinema building, is a popular
watering hole in Carterton’s township. It has become synonymous with heralding
the start of summer and local music performances.

Not forgetting the unique wetlands, glow-worms, English style gardens and great
swimming holes. There’s also bush walks, mountain biking, kayaking, fishing and
horse riding to enjoy.

The Carterton Farmers Markets are open - rain or shine - every Sunday morning
at Memorial Square. Produce and a variety of goods, all supplied by friendly locals.

Other highlights include the Parkvale Mushroom Factory 4kms east of Carterton, Asian
Night Market, Paua World in Kent Street.

Our COMMUNITY
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Source: Carterton District Council.

“What would you like to do in Carterton, kids? We
visited every school in the district and spoke with 545
Carterton School students. A variety of ideas were
presented in written form, conversations, drawings and
colouring competition entries.

‘Feedback sessions’ with the
children of South Wairarapa’s
Girl Guides, St Luke’s Church,

‘Feedback sessions’
with Years 3 - 5, St
Mary’s School,
Carterton, June
28th, 2019.

Our COMMUNITY

The ‘kids idea trees’ from the Creative Forest event, Carterton Events Centre, August
15th, 2019.
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Whanaungatanga. 1.
(noun) relationship, kinship, sense of family connection - a
relationship through shared experiences and working
together which provides people with a sense of
belonging. It develops as a result of kinship rights and
obligations, which also serve to strengthen each
member of the kin group.
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Our PEOPLE

For me, Carterton is…

“

For me, Carterton is a sunny morning 17yrs
ago, breezing through the property pages
while sitting in Karori. A small house for
sale in Carterton - a place I'd scarcely
heard of - only ever driven through. A
drive over the hill one sunny day, a
subsequent visit the next and a purchase
offer accepted. The house in Carterton
was mine. It turned out to be less mine and
more my family's. My grandmother moved
in and made it her home so this was the
new place we would visit. The entire
family, maybe 28 of us at a time would
spend Christmases and summers, with
river swims and spontaneous basketball
games in Carrington Park. Carterton
became our new destination when
returning to New Zealand. It was years
later that it truly became my home, the
place we would raise our children and
become part of a community.

”

A child’s interpretation of that story, Hudson Toohey, aged 6yrs.

Our PEOPLE
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What does YOUR Carterton look like?

Photo: Rob Stockley

Photo: Malcolm Batchelor

Photo credit: Mike Osborne

Photo credit: Alisha Radford Kennedy
Photo: Scott McKenzie
Photo credit: Sarah Clarke

Our PEOPLE
Photo credit: Rebecca Vergunst
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Photo credit: Christine Coldwell

How Ka Pai Carterton began
In 2016 Project Wairarapa authored a document called ‘Resilient Carterton’ as a
blueprint for how to develop resilience in the Carterton community. What followed
was a series of workshops and the name Resilient Carterton stuck. A Department of
Internal Affairs advisor, participated in the workshops, then alerted us to a new
programme they were running called ‘Community Led Development (CLD) and
suggested that we apply on Carterton's behalf. Why would we do this? A CLD
partnership could bring a whole lot of resources to support the community
development in a flexible support model.
Our first application didn't make the cut but we were encouraged to re-apply as it
was a near miss. Second time round was successful and we signed a two-year
agreement with DIA in April 2018 to develop a community plan.
The Ka Pai Committee was established by bringing in a diverse group of people to
govern the development of the plan. DIA then provided the funding to employ a
facilitator and admin person and to pay for publicity and the engagement steps to
find out what our community wants.
From a Resilient Carterton perspective, we're very excited to have been a part of
this process and to see what community told the Ka Pai Carterton team what the
future holds for Carterton.

Mike Osborne, Chairperson - Resilient Carterton
Leanne Campbell (Dept. of Internal Affairs) and Helen Dew (Resilient Carterton)
signing CLDP partnership agreement, April, 2018.
Photo credit: Lucia Zanmonti

Our PEOPLE
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Our PEOPLE

Resilient Carterton asked people to list 3 words that resonated with them about Carterton. ‘Friendly’ came out as the clear winner.
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And there’s the Ka Pai Committee

“

Ka Pai Carterton is the custodian and enabler of the Carterton community. Our plan is
to drive projects to successful outcomes as we support people to realise their place
in the process of building a stronger and more connected future.
Ka Pai Carterton, just like our district, is more than the sum of its parts. Despite our
diverse range of people, we all share a sole focus, the betterment of Carterton. This
diversity causes ideas to be constantly challenged and analysed from a variety of
perspectives, leading to more refined and inclusive outcomes; preventing any areas
of the community from being neglected.
Come February I will be moving to Christchurch to study engineering, preventing me
from working closely with the Ka Pai Committee. However, I am excited by the idea
that each time I return home, I will be able to explore the development of our district,
that our community will be leading.
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Our PEOPLE

”

Sam Hunter, Youth Representative - Ka Pai Carterton committee.

Our PEOPLE

Clockwise L to R: Carrington Bowling & Croquet Club’s Tuesday Bingo, St Mary’s School (Yrs 6 - 8) feedback session, Richard Mason (Freemasons) and Lucy McKenzie (Ka Pai Carterton),
Helen Dew (Gardens 4 Life), Robyn Cherry Campbell, Rob Stockley, Dale Williams, Eion Clarke, Greg Lang (Carterton District Council Candidates, 2019), Southend School (Yrs 3 - 4)
feedback sessions, Carterton Volunteer Firefighters and public, Wellness Day (Carterton Schools).
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Who’s it all for?
The people make the place. A creative and vibrant district that 'fits the bill' for so many, Carterton is flexible and accommodating; a place where generations have raised children
or cattle, farmed the land and remained loyal to the homestead. An opportunity to buy your first home within budget. A slower, easier pace of life after kids have flown the coop
and retirement is your thing. Or perhaps you just wanted a change of scene and knowing your neighbours is now more your style. Whatever your reason for being here Carterton meets many different needs. We like what we’ve got but it can always be made better. Taking opportunities to list the downsides and make improvements makes
Carterton more liveable. One thing that can never be changed is the heart of Carterton - it’s all about community. It’s the people and the spaces that make this OUR home.

“

I look through the pictures
and see people identifying
themselves as Carterton.
What we can see is a whole
range of people mixing
together. That is the
expression of Carterton.

”

Ra Smith, Hurunui-o-Rangi
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Our PEOPLE

‘People’ depicted in community activities, Carterton Kindergarten children and Dalefield School (Yrs 0 - 2).

Ka Pai Carterton’s PURPOSE

Ka Pai Carterton is committed to
enabling Carterton to become a
Champion community:
By that we mean we will work to support our community
to realise the projects identified in this document and
future projects yet to be determined. We will work with
individuals, groups, governing bodies, local government and
anyone in the district of Carterton (or those supporting
the Carterton District) - whose intent is the betterment of
Carterton for the people and place. Our work will be
guided by Manaakitanga - Caring Always and Showing
Respect. Our focus is to achieve our purpose
collectively - alongside the people of Carterton.

The People

The Future

Through engaging with and mapping our community, we
have learnt what projects are important to our community
and we understand the skills and resources we have to
support these to fruition. More importantly we have
developed the relationships within our community to
enable Carterton to become a Champion community. A
Community Plan helps the community to work together for
a greater impact.

Ka Pai Carterton’s intention is to become redundant. We
will build our Champion community so the purpose,
knowledge, relationships, connections and skills to succeed
as a collective force are all retained by the community. This
will enable the future of all Carterton, as a united voice, to
thrive.

‘Whatungarongaro te tangata toitū te
whenua’
The Place

Ka Pai Carterton’s objective is to
strengthen the people, the place and
the future of Carterton:
‘he tangata, he tangata, he tangata’

e will be fiercely parochial. We will be collectively
sustainable. We will work with the assets and resources we
have in our community - people, skills, knowledge,
infrastructure and authorities first and foremost in a
sustainable way, calling in external expert resources or skills
only when unavailable locally.

‘Ka mura, Ka muri’

Our PROCESS
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Our PROCESS

Who asked the QUESTIONS?

Cimone Grayson and Lucy McKenzie (your friendly and dedicated Ka Pai Carterton staff) designed some
funky t-shirts with Walter at Printcraft & Design Hive and set about getting to know the community. We’ve surveyed, interviewed, studied, chatted to, Facebook stalked/Liked/
Shared/Commented and photographed. We joined committees, hosted lunches, shared stories, made teas/coffees and introductions, joined Boards, attended community events,
attended all-day workshops, drove around the district, built a website, took endless notes, became crazy active on social media (liking a heap of cool stuff) and became generally
vested in hearing people’s passions, gripes and needs. The entire time we listened, learnt loads, met some fantastic folk and built stronger connections and trust within our
community.

Also, we’re not mad keen on
having a photo taken but everyone
let us take theirs so it’s only fair.

Cimone Grayson (L) and Lucy McKenzie
(R). Both fashioning the Ka Pai Carterton
t-shirt. You can buy one, all money goes
back into a local cause of your choice.

Our PROCESS
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Clockwise L to R: Menzshed, R2R, Sean Woollgar (SWV), Friends of St Mary’s, Regent 58 music event and Māori Cancer Hui.
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How did we CONNECT?
As part of our community engagement we gathered data
in a variety of different ways. An initial survey was
conducted early into Ka Pai Carterton’s run and people’s
responses aligned more with infrastructure, roads,
cycleways, high rates, cohesion between central
government and residents. People likened us to
carrying responsibilities as a ‘council’ body so the answers
reflected this. A secondary survey was carried out once
Ka Pai Carterton was better established in the community
and people’s trust in us had grown. They understood
more what we were about and their responses reflected
a more personal and audacious approach. Named
streets and buildings were referenced for
improvement, murals, community planting areas
were named and parks, community groups and specific
activities for youth, families and elderly were called
out. Both sets of datas presented all relevant information
but came with a very different slant. More specific
examples of suggested improvements and developed can
be read in the appendices of this document.
Social Media played a huge part in our day-to-day
engagements through Instagram, Facebook and Ka Pai
Carterton’s website. People responded to posts and
information, found other community events, pages
and activities and connected with one another
through personal chatter. Since April 2019 we have had
hundreds of Facebook interactions with our community.

Surveys

Creative Forest
event

What
you said

One-on-one
conversations

Group or
committee
address

School feedback
sessions

day event with fun activities for all. We also piggy
backed off the St Mary’s Quiz fundraiser with a
sponsored question and prize. We engaged over 400
people and it was outstanding
We employed multiple ways to connect with our
community. The supermarket, over the neighbour’s
fence and at the school gate are also equally useful
ways of discovering people’s wants and needs within
their neighbourhood.
Carterton currently has 742 school aged children
aged 5yrs - 13yrs, in 6 primary schools throughout
the district. We spoke to many of them during School
Feedback Sessions. To be sure we captured a broad age
range and representation, with a children to youth
perspective, we also spoke to Kuranui College students
(13yr - 18yrs). Kuranui has a 37% enrolment of
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We reached out to 170+ Community groups and
committees to inform them about Ka Pai Carterton’s
role in the community and to garner support. A
number of groups were keen to hear from us so we
addressed groups at their regular meetings to
encourage them to complete our surveys, follow us on
social media and spread the message with friends
and family. The reception was largely positive and
we reached a diverse group of people by using
preexisting groups at times convenient to them.
‘An open door policy’ at 3Mile, our co-working space
in Carterton, allowed us to engage in one-on-one
conversations as well as join meetings already taking
place. We published a monthly article in our
community newspaper ‘The Crier’ to feed people
regular updates, recognising this as a

Our PROCESS

Ka Pai Carterton collaborated with Creative Forest in a
multi-day community consultation event during August.
People were invited to contribute to the ‘Creative Forest’
and drop-in or book-in as individuals or groups
returning as often as they liked. We connected with
kindergarten teachers/parents, commuters, business
owners, council, clubs, volunteer groups, school
parents/teachers/children, plus ran a huge public 1-

Social
Media

Carterton residents. Rangatahi 2 Rangatira (R2R) is
a diverse local collection of Carterton children aged
10yrs - 17yrs who also engaged. Local kindergarten
and preschool children gave feedback through pictures
and quotes. Girl Guides and Brownies in the South
Wairarapa (capturing children from Featherston to
Masterton) were all involved in our feedback sessions. All
Ka Pai Carterton engagements that included children and
youth numbered more than 650. To build an accurate
picture of their wants and needs children were asked:
What is your favourite memory of Carterton, what
would you like to change about Carterton? What do
you wish Carterton had that would make your life
better? As well as How do you get to school? Number
of siblings? Do you live rurally or in town?

Significant ways people sought out Ka Pai Carterton’s involvement during the Community Plan writing phase, April - December, 2019

May
Invitation to join South
Wairarapa Kāhui Ako
(Community of Learning)
via Lead Principal -Alison
Woollard
Invitation to sit on
Placemaking Advisory
Group via Councillor/
Chair - Greg Lang

April
Invitation to join
judging panel Talent Wairarapa
via Rotary
organiser - Vickie
Pickering

Our PROCESS

Invitation to
collaborate with
Gladstone
Project via
Gladstone resident Kat Wildy

September

July

Invitation to attend
te Tiriti o Waitangi
training day via NZSTA as
BOT learnings
Letter of support
requested from Te
Kura o
Papatuanuku Wairarapa
Earth School’s submission for
partnership with Te Papa
Museum

June
Invited to participate
as fitness instructor
for Wellness Day
with Carterton
Primary Schools via
Carterton School
teachers
Christmas in July
shopfront inclusion via
CDC - Rebecca
Vergunst

November

Invitation for Arrow
FM interview via
Rotary - Rob Stockley
Letter of support
request for Creative
NZ Grant
submission via
Paper Crane
Designs - Adrian
Jackman

Invitation to collaborate
on Building commission
artwork via
Freemasons
Greytown & St
Mark’s Church Richard Mason
Invitation to present
community consultation
data - Go Carterton!
and community groups.

August

October

December

Invitation to join Happy
to Chat Bench initiative
via Joy For
Generations - Lucy
Adlam, alongside CDC,
Neighbourhood
Support, Wai Art,
Age Concern,
Resilient Carterton

Letter of support
requested via Formed,
Concrete Pottery,
Carterton - Tom
Conway

Invitation to attend a CLD
discussion via the Helen
Clark Foundation Paul Smith
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COGS selection panel
application invite via
DIA

Invitation to attend
Gladstone Project
meeting hosted by
Gladstone Vineyard
via Kat Wildy

Some people we’ve met along the way:

Abby Green, Adele Pentony-Graham, Adrian Jackman,
Aged Concern, Aidan Bichan, AJ, Alan Butler, Ali Lang, Alison Woollard, A-Okay Day, Andy Eldred, Aneta Bond,
Anna-Marie Kingsley, Aotearoa Stonehenge, Arrow FM, Audrey Dench, Barbara Gladding, Beehive Premier Bacon,
Belle Willemstein, Boomerang Bags Carterton, Café Olé, Carrington Bowling & Croquet Club, Carterton
Community Networks, Carterton Crier, Carterton District Council, Carterton Events Centre, Carterton Farmers
Market, Carterton Fit Club, Carterton Foodbank, Carterton Golf Club, Carterton Historical Society, Carterton
Kindergarten community, Carterton Lions, Carterton Medical Centre, Carters, Carterton Plunket, Carterton Police,
Carterton Public Library, Carterton Railway Museum, Carterton School, Carterton School PTA, Carterton Swim
Club, Cheryl Jaggard, Cimone Grayson, Clareville Bakery, Clareville Nursery, Creative Forest, Dalefield School,
Dan Broughton, David Parr, Department of Internal Affairs, Don Hancox, Elise Sadler, Emily Ireland, Enough to
Share, Erin Kavanagh-Hall, Esther Dijkstra, Extinction Rebellion Wairarapa, Fab Feathy facilitators, Finom Cakes,
Formed By Hand, Friendship Group, Friends of St Mary’s, Gardens For Life, Gaye Sutton, Gerry Brooking, Gianina
Schwanecke, Girl Guiding Association, Gladstone Project, Gladstone Rugby Club, Gladstone School, Gladstone
Vineyard, Go Carterton!, Green Jerseys, Greg Lang, Greg Martin, Greytown Medical Centre, Greytown-St Mark’s
Masonic Lodge, Hayden Mischefski, Headquarters, Heart of Arts, Heidi Holbrook, He Pounamu Early Nurture,
Hurunui-o-Rangi, Information Centre, Ingrid Huygens, Inspiring Communities, Jan Farr, Jenny Gasson, Jenny
Keating, Jenny Spinks, Jess Gosche, Jill Greathead, Jo Beetham, Jo McDonald, Jo Wisler, Joy For Generations, Kāhui
Āko, Kahungunu Wairarapa, Karen Goodall, Keep Carterton Beautiful, Kelly McIssac, Kuranui College, Lamb Peters,
Lauren Spicer, Linda Penlington, Lisa Fleming, Lisa Rushworth, Liz Stockley, Longbush Playgroup, Lorraine Mitchell,
Lucia Zanmonti, Malcolm Batchelor, Mangan Graphics, Mangatārere Restoration Society, Maree Beaven, MarieClaire Andrews, Mark Hawthorne, Marty Sebire, Marvin Guerro, Media Works, Menz Shed, Mike Heydon, Mike
Osborne, Mirabelle Café, Mitre 10 Martinborough, Montessori Playgroup, Nathan Hill, National Youth Leaders Day,
Nature Rules Ok, Neighbourhood Support, New World Carterton, Ngaire Raikabula, Ngā Pūmanawa Tūpuna, Nine
Rose, No. 23, NZSTA, Page 42 Café & Gelato, Paper Crane Design, Peter McNeur, Placemaking Advisory Group,
Printcraft & Design Hive, Raihania Tipoki, Randwick Park CLDP, Rangatāhi 2 Rangatīra, Rangitāne Education, Rapa
Digital, Rapa Construction, Ra Smith, REAP Wairarapa, Red Cross, Resilient Carterton, Rob Stockley, Robyn CherryCampbell, Roger Boulter, Roger Tweedy, Rosie Rogers, Rotary, Sam Hunter, Salvation Army, Sam Williams, Sandie
Shivas, Sandringham Project, Sarah Clarke, Sean Woollgar - Videographer, Sharon Aston, Shift It, Simon Pumfrey,
South End School, St John’s Ambulance, St Mark’s Church, St Mary’s School, Strengthening Families, Stroke Central,
Sue Tennent, Sustainable Wairarapa, Take Note, Te Kura o Papatuanuku Wairarapa Earth School Organisation,
Tender Loving Food, Tere Lenihan, The Core, Tracey O’Callaghan, Vickie Pickering, Volunteering Wairarapa, Wai
Art, Wairarapa Business Awards, Wairarapa Community Networks, Wairarapa DHB, Wairarapa Safer Communities
Trust, Wairarapa Timebank, Wairarapa Toastmasters, Wairarapa Voice, Wairarapa Women In Business, Wai Waste,
Wai Word, Warren Maxwell, Wayne Poutoa - Baptist Church, Wellington Free Ambulance, West Taratahi Bio
Diversity, Wini Mahowa, YETE, Youth Council, Youth Services, Ziggy, 3 Mile Co-Working.
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Clockwise from L to R at Creative Forest
event: Renae Mackie (Creative Forest).
Aneta Bond (Resilient Carterton). John
Gordon (Town & Country) with Rebecca
Vergunst (Council). Elise Sadler (Wai
Waste) with Eide. Simon Smith. Lesley
Standish (Carterton School Ākonga class).
Dexter Broughton. Mike Heydon (Jet
Productions), Lucy Adlam (Joy For
Generations) and Cimone Grayson (Ka Pai
Carterton).

Our PROCESS
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Mentoring and peer support were illuminated in
a number of ways throughout the forest.
Māori value concepts of fostering Manaākitanga (kindness,
generosity and respect) within the community were well supported.

Incorporating faith based values into
community projects was suggested.

One of the strongest threads running through the forest was the numerous inter-related
submissions that spoke about values underpinning action in the community.

Mahi Tuhono (the work of connecting) was mentioned
in the context of fulfilling community collaboration.

We
envisioned
community
values as a lifegiving force running
like a river through the
‘Creative Forest’.

Wording contributed by Paul Spence, Creative Forest.

In August 2019 Ka Pai Carterton successfully partnered with Carterton based team
‘Creative Forest’ facilitating a 3-day, 4-event community consultation titled - ‘What’s Your
BRIGHT Idea?’. Utilising a bespoke innovation framework of the same name Creative
Forest is a tool specifically designed to ‘get things done’. The 3-day initiative allowed all

people from within the community to contribute their ideas, experience and knowledge
towards steering or involvement in locally led projects. Inclusion for learning ‘new things’
was also provided as people shared topics they were interested in broadening their own
knowledge to enable new initiatives.
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The power of the Creative Forest
framework, manifests itself through
awakening people to previously unearthed
opportunities within their communities.
Creative Forest makes information
transparent, thus enabling people to work
with the collected data and make their own
decisions. Our collaboration with Ka Pai
Carterton highlighted the effectiveness of
that process. The event was even more
powerful because it attracted a very wide
cross section of people from the community.

“

consideration they could also come back
and add more thoughts. Learning about
newly discovered opportunities and skills
sets that were already present in the
community, then began to spark ideas about
possibilities and collaborations.
Contributed by Renae Mackie, Co Founder
of Creative Forest.

The concept of embedding indigenous
knowledge of science and biodiversity into
community projects was proposed,
expressly how it relates to the Dark Sky
Initiative, the Aotearoa Stonehenge Science
Centre and community plantings.
Paul Spence, Co Founder of Creative Forest.

”

The biggest takeaway for me was the
public's response to the
process. Participants felt they had a voice in
a very real way, as opposed to a token level
of involvement. From the very young,
drawing pictures of their ideas on the day, to
the elderly we observed making their way
through the Forest with the aid of their
walking frames, people could immediately
see and understand how the information
they were providing could be used to
achieve workable projects and outcomes.
Contributors clearly understood that it was
up to them to recognise and decide upon
the right pathways forward.

Our PROCESS

The interactive nature of the Creative
Forest set up, allowed people to
physically engage with the process,
have conversations with others and
reflect upon information that was
already there. After further

L to R, Ka Pai Carterton members: Ngaire Raikabula, Mike Osborne, Renae Mackie (Creative Forest), Cimone Grayson and Lucy McKenzie.
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LEARN BY DOING

Our PROCESS
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Identified ASPIRATIONS

Our FUTURE

Our FUTURE

ASPIRATION 1 - IDENTITY

A Carterton IDENTITY that is our own. One that positively reflects
our pride of place and gives us a sense of belonging.

ASPIRATION 2 - CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT

A vibrant CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT. A place that supports our
new innovative and existing businesses and allows people to ‘shop
locally’. A place that allows industry, tourism and retail to thrive.

ASPIRATION 3 - COLLABORATIVE SPACES

A district of COLLABORATIVE SPACES. A place that shares cultural
learnings, creativity and connection through positive education,
performance and wananga.

ASPIRATION 4 - INFRASTRUCTURE …

A district with reliable INFRASTRUCTURE / TRACKS / TRANSPORT
and access. A place supported by efficiency, accessibility and a ‘stress
free’ way of life.

ASPIRATION 5 - STUFF TO DO

A place where people are physically, mentally and socially active and
entertained. A place supporting STEM, SPORTS and active connection.

ASPIRATION 6 - SUSTAINABILITY / VALUES

A sustainable, healthy and happy people and place.

ASPIRATION 7 - YOUTH

A place that nurtures our YOUTH.
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Clockwise L to R: Maggie
Thomson, Alexandra King,
Lyndall King (Gladstone School),
Jill Greathead, Georgia
(Carterton School), Jack
Sheppard (Fab Feathy) and Silvia
Sheppard, Cimone Grayson (Ka
Pai Carterton), Harper, Carter
and Beatrix (Carterton
Kindergarten), Amy Arnold
(Prize draw winner) and June,
Mick Campbell.

BUILD FROM STRENGTHS

Our FUTURE
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Aspirations: HIGHLIGHTS

Our FUTURE
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What did we HEAR (highlights)
Reflections

1. Priority areas established as wanting immediate

Learning from community reminds us of the huge emphasis on values in relating
to one another and the need to maintain these strong connections. A clear
voice desiring big improvements in catering for more than just essential needs
was heard. People are vested in Carterton’s future and a positive response
around improvements and vibrancy were noted.

attention are:
Providing Events, Activities, Sports and
Recreation that allow people to gather and
participate in communal spaces while connecting
with others.

“Carterton is a district of doers, we barter goods,
services or ideas as a form of local currency everyone has something to contribute in exchange
for something else.”

2. Improvements to the CBD/Retail shops and
surrounds that will enhance the shopfronts,
beautification or general upkeep of the area and
bring diversity of businesses operating within the
CBD space.

3. Greater inclusion of Cultural/Creative Arts/
Performance or Educational ideas that can be
developed as educational opportunities or
involvement through entertainment for all aged
community members particularly highlighting Youth.

“Trampoline park, indoor skateparks
so you don’t need to drive all the way
to Wellington to do.”
Luca, aged 8yrs

Locals are always encouraging one another to turn their ideas or passions into a
sustainable and shareable commodity. Ka Pai Carterton consistently nurtures
this desire to collaborate with interested parties and bring ideas to the forefront.
If you have an idea you would like to discuss or bring to life, please make
contact with us at hello@kapaicarterton.nz

4. A stronger Sustainability/Values focus around
environment for the preservation of land and
people.

5. Initiatives that promote and nurture Community
Wellness through inclusion, greater awareness and
engagement between individuals and self.
*Sustainability and Community Wellness ranked as
equally important.

Our FUTURE

Greater detail of community feedback is
documented in the appendices and scattered
throughout this document. Priorities of tackling
specific improvements will be determined by the
level of interest and involvement from locals and
the urgency they place on each area.
Carterton People turned out in their droves to share and acknowledge ANZAC Day, 2018.
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Aspiration 1- IDENTITY
(highlights)
Proposed Community
ACTIONS

• A clearer defined identity for
Carterton as a district: that consults
with public on key initiatives collective approach, “don’t accept the
minority as having the casting vote on
decisions”, sticking with one theme and
being consistent, “don’t make everything
a rainbow, being bold to move on from
worn out traditions and trying
something new.”
Cartertonians feel pride and
connection as part of our community
and welcome visitors and newcomers.
Here’s a selection of suggested ways to
enhance Carterton’s growing population
and outdoor lifestyle.

• Showcase the natural beauty of
Carterton by creating 6 key events
throughout the year of things that
already happen in Carterton including the
like of:

An identity that is just
about ‘us’, not as a
comparison - starting
the communication
between us.

”

• Start conversations with existing

“A marae in Carterton would give
us a sense of identity and for our
kapahaka group.” Te Whaiti,
Kuranui College student.

“Make Carterton the wetlands capital of New Zealand.”

initiatives and offer assistance to boost
memberships, social inputs, revenue,
shared resourcing etc.

“Collect poems by Carterton people with Carterton themes printed on signboard with
Carterton artworks as background.”
“Let the way we feel about Carterton be reflected in the places we have here. Our pride
needs to be shared with people beyond the district in the things that they see in our district
when they’re passing through town.”

• CBD/retail clean up with input from
previously gathered people/initiatives
that have discussed ideas but never
implemented them.

“Carterton needs a logo and design that we can have printed on t-shirts and wear them
proudly.

• Work alongside council and iwi to
refurbish Carrington Park frontage.
Adding more seating, mosaic tiling to
depict local stories and give a Māori
flavour. Create a memorable entrance
way into the park and add a space for a
café and seating near the existing bus stop.

• Scatter silo murals around the district,
bring the history of the place to life
through the aged buildings and towers
that share that history.
Wakelin’s Flour Mill, Baker & Confectionery circa 1880s (left) and 2019 (right).
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Matariki aligning with Dark Sky Reserve
of Gladstone.
Mt Dick mountain bike cycle trail event
aligning with the Huri Huri Bike
Wairarapa. Wings Over Wairarapa
aligning with a river based activity.
Carterton Daffodil Festival aligning with
a Gladstone tour or community led event
(like The Gobbler).

A Get Lost event that aligns with a
scavenger hunt or picnic at Fensham
Reserve. The Annual Plant Sale at
Carterton Farmers Market aligning with a
busking or musical performance event at
Memorial Square. Support an annual
visit to Carter’s Reserve, Wetlands
followed by a wine event at Gladstone
Vineyards. Kourarau Dam for a day of
fishing and river fun for everyone to enjoy.

“

In a Facebook engagement people were asked to ‘Colour Up Friday’ and show us their FAV snap of Carterton’s people, events, scenery everything! #SmileOn3 #SayCheese.

Photo credit: Verity Turner

Photo credit: Carole Wheeler

Photo credit: Sharlene Thompson

Photo credit:Sean Toohey

Photo credit: Kat Blakeley-C

Photo credit: Jenny Gasson

Photo credit: Mal Ritchie

Photo credit: Toni Bingley
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Photo credit: Toni Bingley

Photo credit: Toni Bingley
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Aspiration 2 - Central Business District
Proposed Community ACTIONS
• Set aside money to assist with earthquake strengthening and

“

building repairs to some of our rundown buildings.

We’ve just found that people
in Carterton are really
community minded. It’s just
really great to do projects
here.
Chris, Dugdale Trust

• Create promotional videos/tools that allow people outside of
Carterton to learn more about what we have on offer.

• Refurbish a shopfront where children can sell their artwork or use
the space to operate small business ideas, let’s nurture our
entrepreneurs. It would be amazing for our children to learn these skills
now.

”

• Use an empty shopfront to house a LEGO shop. People can supply/
donate their own LEGO and children build and use the area to create
things. Don’t sell the stuff, just let children build in a shared place.

• Support more collaborative spaces - within different sectors. Arts,
Film/Music editing suite, Social engagements, Learning/workshopping,
Youth, Creative/Dance, Tool Library etc to allow people to share
resources, funding, costs and ideas.

• Link Broadway up with the main shops by adding a strip of shops
and planting down the centre of Broadway. Create pop-up retail
areas and a pedestrian area like a boulevard with seating and changing
businesses to give different shops a chance to showcase their wares.

• Slow / reduce traffic by “creating a bypass that allows the CBD to thrive
while diverting heavy vehicles and alleviating congestion.” Add
“safer pedestrian access points.”

• Develop “more green spaces and planting along the main road” as
well as “enhancing the buildings and spaces with colour”, “more side
street businesses”, “greater variety of shops”.

Haumanu House, Community garden with fence palings painted by Wai Art.
Our FUTURE
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Aspiration 2 - Central Business District (highlights)
Proposed community ACTIONS

• A rentable food truck/caravan/container ‘Village’ for start up businesses.

“

• “An old warehouse space used for developing synthetic food with Wellington as
a key market.”

• “Bottled milk station that uses glass bottles and provides organic milk produced
locally.”

• More industry brought to Carterton bringing meaningful work. Develop areas
that could be profitable.

• 3D printing, 3D design, coding, CNC, robotics, raspberry pi, Arduino, CAD
opportunities.

• Fresh, organic and local produce store incorporating health food and
practitioners on hand.

• A coffee shop in the foyer of the Events Centre OR a permanent coffee cart

“Add more trees/plants down the
Main Street making it feel more
welcoming, it’s a bit boring. We
need more colour and to smarten
up on our shopping area. Give
people places they want to hang out
in through town.”
Oliver, Carterton resident.

”

in the courtyard that adds gelato to sell during summer months.

• Cluster the ‘upcycled’ shops together.
• Create a ‘cashless’ food precinct that sells local artisan consumables: coffee,
beer, deli products, bakery items and have plenty of green space with indoor/
outdoor trees growing.

• Develop an arts/music/craft beer/poetry/music/theatre precinct.
• “Move the council yard into a rural space and turn it into parking or another
cluster of shops.”

• “Redo the main street footpaths and add more street lights in the side
streets.”

• “An area with restaurants away from the main road with an outdoor space for
kids to play.”
Our FUTURE

• An art hub complex to be constructed in the town centre.

Mass Balloon Ascension, Carrington Park, Apri 2019.

• Bike maintenance and repair shop that offers maintenance and repair classes.
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Aspiration 3 - Collaborative Spaces… (highlights)

“

13.4% of the Carterton

“I think that Carterton, is just a
beautiful little town. It can
sometimes be hard in small towns
to find a space or to feel that you
belong. There's probably lots of
minority groups. Sometimes it's
hard to be Māori in a place where
there's less Māori. Finding the
strength to be different is
sometimes a challenge. I think for
many diverse groups that could be
the case. But I think the more that
we embrace, the more that we
accept and the more that we have
these conversations about
differences and diversity. That’s the
key to changing.”

population identify as being Māori.

”

Our FUTURE
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Aspiration 3 - Collaborative
Spaces… Proposed community
ACTIONS

• Initiate a community kapahaka group for adults to
regularly attend.

• Create a local community ‘singalong’ choir.
“Some places offer pub nights for singing where
people come along, have a drink and sing their hearts
out!”

“

How amazing would it be to
incorporate a Multi Cultural Centre
in Carterton somewhere. We have
people here from so many diverse
backgrounds and cultures that we
could all learn from.

”

• Teach people the Māori way of healing by using
plants and herbs as medicinal. Nature provides so
much that we don’t make use of.

• Celebrate cultural diversity by hosting events
that represent different cultures throughout the
year. Have people teach native dances, preparation of
national dishes and how to wear the native costumes,
basic language understanding etc. Let’s discover
about other nations around the world and celebrate
the melting pot of global cultures.

• Have our own Carterton radio station to
promote and communicate with the people in our
district.

• Find a permanent space for Ka Pai Carterton’s
Creative Forest and allow people to keep updated
with ideas that have been completed, need more
input, have faltered etc.

• Renovate and create an available shopfront for
Our FUTURE

Pop-up business opportunities. Allow a grant to
support the running and maintenance of this space.
Dan, Louisa, Nell and Dexter Broughton with Dallas te Rangi and Helen Dew,
Ngāhere o te Ora - Community Garden working bee.
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Aspiration 4 - Infrastructure … (highlights)
Proposed Community ACTIONS

• Greater focus on “infrastructure: around the ageing population”, “increase
the limited hours on shopping/services", more parking spaces, rates are
too high, hazardous main road intersections, unfinished clocktower, safer
cycleways, curb sides and more contemporary plantings and “some dynamic
play areas for intergenerational use.”

• Fix up the tired signage around the district, clean all road signs.
• Replace all the tired green rubbish bins and metal bench seats with
contemporary and fresh ones.

• Offer more shared transport to be used by social services, groups and
clubs. It would connect isolated and vulnerable community members by allowing
them to more easily attend appointments, functions and events.

• Provide a community nurse at the local pharmacy that allows people to have
non surgical interactions. They could have bandages changes, blood pressure
readings, explain medications etc it would take some pressure off the
Carterton Medical Centre.

• Offer complementary services to support the Carterton Medical Centre.
Make the medical centre bigger, attract more qualified physicians to the district to
take pressure off the medical profession in the Wairarapa.

Reflections

‘Stuff to do’ featured heavily in Youth feedback sessions.
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Gathering community feedback reminds us that connections
happen on multiple levels; across generations, outside of social
groupings, a need to identify with a geographical location or by
bringing outdated thinkings in line with current concepts.
Improving community connections brings relevance and is
especially poignant within smaller communities. They allow people
to show empathy and learn from others in new ways. By growing
collaborative local leaders builds strength and resilience with a
broader knowledge base.

What does Carterton do well?
“We do Community well. Support, time taken
and care.”

“

Carterton for us was the perfect choice; nice
community size, a good feel, wairua and
everything for our kids. I love the Info Centre
with great customer service and
recommendations and how they look after their
elderly and vulnerable. The council really takes
pride in the town - I love that. Not pretentious
yet loads of growth and opportunity to continue
to grow. I really like that there is a broad
diversity of people from all cultures, ethnicities,
education and monetary.

"Communication, reaching out, providing a
means for people to engage ie - clubs, 3Mile,
Farmers Market, parks”
"Cosmopolitan community...interesting people
live here.”

”

Carterton local, Shiree Kingi-Robertson.

Our FUTURE
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Photo credit: Alison Lang

Aspiration 5 - Stuff to Do… (highlights)
Proposed community ACTIONS

• Create thoughtful spaces with bench

“

Restore some of our old
buildings and bring them
back to life. Some of these
buildings have been
standing for 150 years,
create a museum of sorts
by letting us see what they
were like in the good old
days, even if they’re being
used for a different
purpose.

seats and greenery by engaging local artists
to build these pieces and showcase their
industry. Change these pieces at regular
intervals and use it as an outdoor gallery to
sell products.

• New artificial turf and drainage into
Carrington Bowling & Croquet Club. Turn
the existing club into an inclusive hub for all
nearby sports clubs that use Carrington
Park; cricket, netball, RIPPA rugby - everyone.
Utilise the space on more days for more people.

• Hold a Sporting Expo at Carrington Park
to showcase different activities and clubs in
the district, advertise costs, practices and
details of the events.

• Design an ‘app’ for people to ‘journey
around Carterton’ and visit the sites. Tell the
story of the district through the places, allow
businesses and shops to add their details
(opening hours, maps etc) and offer vouchers
for people who use the app. Increase trade
and showcase our goods and services.

• Support the Carterton Farmers Market
and boost their operation by engaging a
paid manager to engage more stallholders
and increase regular trade.

“I love riding my bike with my family,
we go everywhere together!”

encourage people out of their homes and
away from their TVs and devices.
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Student Job Search) that allows individuals
and businesses to list short or long term
employment for people in the community to
undertake.

• Work with other CLDPs to create events
throughout multiple regions. Touring
events that each CLDP can host and share
with each community.

• Tourism boost to Carterton/Wairarapa as
focus to Mt Dick, Fensham Reserve, Wetlands,
tourist hot spots, food venues, music spaces,
parks and recreation areas will be created as a
by product of engaging people to showcase
our communities capabilities and natural
highlights.

• Support a regular gathering to practice te
reo. Make it accessible for everyone to learn
together.

• Provide transportable play equipment
including cardboard boxes, tubing etc to
different parks each week. Promote outdoor
‘free play’.

• Create our own 24 hour Film Contests that
support community members to create a film
based on a specified idea and 24hr later
everyone sits down to watch all the
submissions. A fun way to connect
people and showcase their
creativity through the use of readily
available media.
Our FUTURE

• Hold community games evenings to

• A work experience initiative (like

WORK WITH DIVERSE PEOPLE
AND SECTORS

Our FUTURE
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Aspiration 6 - Sustainability / Values … (highlights)

“

Building a more connected
community and starting more
conversations would bring daily
happiness to some people. Making
everyone feel valued, it’s a pretty
small community, we can take
ownership of this and improve the
way things are.

One thing I’d like to see in Carterton is a place
you can go when we're not strong or if you don’t
know someone. That's a really difficult thing.
Where do you go if you're not in crisis but you
still need support? It would be just great to
have a place, somewhere that's really safe and
open and you can just go and say, "Hey, I'm
having a bad day.

”

Lauren Spicer, He Pounamu Early Nurture

“A local treehouse where everyone can play and
make new friends.” Emme aged 7yrs.

Our FUTURE

Watermill Bakery, Norfolk Road
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Aspiration 6 - Sustainability / Values…
Proposed community ACTIONS

• Collaborate with the likes of MenzShed,
Rotary and Lions (and intergenerational) to
build more shared pantries around the
district. Create a service that allows for
domestic produce to be collected from
properties and redistributed around the
pantries.

• Incorporate a kid design centre for
sustainability and KOHA café/teen hang out
spot.

• Create a series of ‘walking and cycle
buses’ to collect and deliver children on
bikes to schools in the mornings and home
again after school.

• Create more intergenerational events
and ‘things to do’ so we can connect
better between the age groups.

• Create an After School programme
available to all schools in a central place
for parents who work past 3pm on week
days.

• Greater connections between: all
residents including old and new, public
transport options within the Wairarapa
and to Wellington, "outdated agricultural
practices”, “more collaboration between
council/residents”, elderly & youth or
children’s cultural awareness and
ingrained racism.

• Shared transport for all Wairarapa
Whānau Manaaki Kindergartens (11 in
the region) for local excursions.

• Plant fruit trees in common areas that
need little maintenance and allow people to
pick fruit at their leisure.

• Add more trees along streets like in
Rexwood Street and bring back the wild
flowers along SH2.

• Support the existing Timebanking
initiative and encourage more people to
trade their skills with one another instead of
transacting in cash.

• Build a Recycle Centre that allows people

• Lay new tennis court asphalt, clean the

to deposit their compost/green waste,
cardboard, old appliances, carpeting,
furniture - anything that can be reused or
sought by others. Promote less waste.

pool and add a functioning kitchen at
the Longbush Playgroup. That would
then allow use for private events and by
greater community as needed.

Our FUTURE
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“

Because Carterton is based on
relationships, let's encourage
those relationships to be
positive ones. I think that's
where you make the difference,
a world of difference. It's not
impossible to walk on water,
you just have to know where the
rocks are.

”

Local business operator,
Carterton.

Clockwise L to R: Years 3 - 5 (St Mary’s School), Rob
Stockley (Rotary), Di Bailey, Lizzie Te Maro, Mary
Connell and Brian Morris (Carterton Free Fit Club!),
Julian Eldred, Michael Wilson (Arrow FM) and Andy
Eldred (St Mark’s Church), Marty Sebire (Resilient
Carterton) and Cimone Grayson (Ka Pai Carterton),
Pink Ribbon Breakfast 2019 and Carterton School kids.

Our FUTURE
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Aspiration 7 - YOUTH (highlights)
Carterton’s youth (ages 12 - 24yrs) represent a
13.6% of resident population and are vital to
the shaping and growth of our future district.
Key themes arose when Youth were asked
‘What would you like to see in Carterton?’
Youth heavily associate with the Carrington Park
skatepark. This is the highlight of their social
interactions and has been since earliest
memories, a majority of their comments reflect
their interactions at the park. Specific mentions
of youth perspective improvements or
developments were sought from Carterton
primary schools, Kuranui College, R2R, Scouts,
Girl Guides, Youth Council and one-on-one
interactions. Here are some of the highlights:
Carrington Park: Free WiFi at the park,
“separate areas at the park for smaller kids and
bigger kids”, “expand the park with things like
rock climbing for bigger kids”, a decent
trampoline park, a decent flying fox, a foam pit
at the skatepark like in Shannon, “move the
skate park away from the trees as the leaves
drop in the bowl and you can’t skate!”, BMX
jumps behind the skate park, a bigger skate park,
“refurbished basketball courts and hoops at the
park”, “a crossing by the park across to New
World” and festivities at the skatepark all year
round.

Our FUTURE

Transportation: More trains after school, “buses
are expensive and not frequent enough”,
“we need transport like bikes”, Lime
scooters or something to get around on, a
bus stop outside Clareville Complex, “ a
bus rack on the bus”, “more direct access
to Clareville Complex”, “more consistent

buses - if you miss it or have sports practice it’s
a nightmare. There is only 1 between Greytown
and Carterton after school!”
CBD/Retail: “We’d like a shopping area that we
can sit in a café, buy clothing, hang out with our
friends just looking at stuff. Carterton doesn’t
have any shops for us to look at.” “I’d love a mall
where I can hangout with my friends.”
Recreation/Sports: Bike tracks around
Carterton and some proper tracks for
mountain biking”, “a concrete pump track”,
more 4x4 tracks up Mt Dick, “a dedicated bike
track out to Mt Holdsworth because the road
is windy and dangerous”, a complex like Walter
Nash Stadium, “I’m frustrated with the new
super turf at the hockey grounds as it doesn’t
drain properly”, community sports events and
more sausage sizzles, “properly fence off
Fensham Reserve to keep pests out and out
kiwis in” and a multi-purpose space. A
trampoline park was mentioned multiple times.
Stuff to Do: ”A youth space with gaming and
games where we can be noisy”, announce the
events better so we know they are on, more
frequent events like the Colour Run, shows and
more all age events, a movie theatre; indoor,
outdoor or drive-in.
Build a luge down Mt Dick that would allow the
locals to enjoy a year round outdoor, inclusive
activity. Build a gondola/cable car up the
mountain to allow all access, provide a service
to take bikes down the hill. It would boost
tourism and give locals an outdoor perspective.
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“

It's not really a town, it
doesn’t have things that
make you want to keep
coming back.
Kuranui College
student and Carterton
resident.

”
Community Feedback
Community feedback reinforces that - despite age or recognised standing in
a community - valid engagements can be found everywhere you look. The
youth felt valued in giving their opinions and presented some real
concerns around topics that adults might not prioritise. Equally, they
see some issues exactly as adults do which highlights certain things as
a focus for more of us than expected.
More detailed responses can be found in the appendix of this document
from page 53.

Aspiration 7 - YOUTH
Proposed community ACTIONS

• Rainy day activities at the library, for everyone.

• Turn the Kings Woodwork Company building

• Construct concrete table tennis tables around

into an indoor climbing centre. It would be
amazing!!

places in the district that allow people to bring
along their own ball to engage in handball
games. Create regular fun events around these
tables.

• Develop a mentor programme between
MenzShed and local children’s clubs. It works
elsewhere and it would work here.

• Extend the council run Holiday Programme to
Wayne Poutoa and wife Jennifer Poutoa (pictured behind) with members
of Carterton Baptist Church whanau.

include local sports clubs to offer and run
activities.

• Build an indoor adventure playground with

“

I think some of the developments for Carterton
are already happening… For young people, to
ensure that they're not at risk, or to ensure
we're mitigating that risk, they need
champions of change. That's what we've come
here for. Our space is about making
champions out of young people and giving
them options in respect to what it is that they
want to be and how they can translate their
passion into performance. We came here to
make a real difference. It's all about
community, it's all about people.

trampolines, inflatable slides etc for all year
indoor play for locals, youth, children, sports
people, tourists, families and all active
enthusiasts.

• Build a zip line across Carter’s Reserve
wetlands. Give people a ‘fun perspective’,
make it an adventure of learning about our
wetlands and entice people to return.

• Develop educational programmes to support
children’s learning of life skills and diverse
popular topics of interest that sit outside the
school curriculum. Engage people from within
the community to share their knowledge and
help strengthen more diverse community
relationships.

• Allow an education fund that means further
learning on particular topics that all people
can apply for. They can then present their
findings at a wananga (seminar) and bring
their new knowledge back into the
community.

• Supply funding for uniforms for community
sports teams and clubs. These can be owned
by the clubs and reused each year as new
teams are created. It will eliminate consistent
waste by allowing people to recirculate sports
clothing items.

• Let’s have a family disco where people enjoy a
night of dancing, fun and laughter with their
children.

”

Our FUTURE

Wayne Poutoa, Baptist Minister, Carterton
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Where to NEXT?

IMPLEMENTATION Steps

Our FUTURE
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CHAMPION OF

CHANGE

The intention of Ka Pai Carterton is to champion the
change for community and give everyone a place in
sharing their skills, knowledge and expertise to participate
in the journey and drive ideas to fruition. Key steps we
can all take to allow ideas to grow and flourish:

The Four Stages of Implementation

Our FUTURE

Photo credit: Mia Wilson
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What’s the PLAN?

The Ka Pai Carterton Implementation Phase is a 3 year process. We will be in
partnership with the Department of Internal Affairs as we work together
through their Community Led Development Programme. During this time
the community will be turning their ‘I’ve got a great idea’ into a
completed community asset or initiative in a step-by-step
process. Ka Pai Carterton will be supporting through each
project’s journey in a comprehensive and efficient way
allowing the project teams to remain on track, stay
motivated and seek out assistance for tasks as
they determine necessary. Here’s how
we see it working:

CHAMPION community to drive
projects to successful outcomes.

IMPLEMENT: The idea is now a Project and has been validated to
proceed. Work alongside the Project driver and team to be steered by:
‘Ka Pai Carterton’s Path to Building Successful Community Projects’ as
set out on page 51.

CLARIFY the project concept. Potential drivers will complete the ‘Community Support Plan’
document (see appendix) in order to EVALUATE: potential issues, target beneficiaries, impact on
community, precedence, legal/political/cultural considerations, time factors and resourcing.
This step will either halt, allow modification or green light project concepts.

CONNECT with the potential drivers to understand their timeframes and priorities in establishing a project.

Determine WHO aligns with ‘project concepts’ as drivers, team players, supporters and resources. Reference the Creative Forest data.

Our FUTURE
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Ka Pai Carterton’s PATH
Utilising the assets and networks developed by community and
Ka Pai Carterton through the engagement process we will kick
start projects.
We will align projects that have synergies: 2 Birds 1 Stone
Enabling people to join forces when working towards the same
purpose will eliminate any wasted energy and duplications. A
great example of this would be a space that can be used by
multiple groups rather than individual spaces for individual
groups.
We will advocate for Carterton
Where required we will work with external resources to bring
the skills, funding and compliance we need to support the
realisation of our community’s purpose.
We will celebrate. Consistently
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Projects already ON THE TABLE

The Happy to Chat bench
Initiated by Lucy Adlam of Joy for Generations. This bench
seat is located outside the old Carterton Post Office
building and allows a place for people to sit if they are
‘happy to chat.’ This is a collaboration project between Joy
for Generations, Carterton District Council, Ka Pai
Carterton, Neighbourhood Support, Resilient Carterton
and Wai Art with artwork supplied by Nectarine.

Freemasons building mural
Initiated by Ka Pai Carterton. This
project is about linking a community
artist with the local Freemasons Lodge
to create relevant local artworks in a
local space. This is a collaboration
project between Ka Pai Carterton, St
Mark’s/Greytown Masonic Lodge and
Paper Crane Designs.
The Carterton Radio Station
Initiated by Mike Osborne of Resilient Carterton. This
project is about creating a locally based radio station in
Carterton to allow all residents to be entertained and
informed as well kept up-to-date should disaster strike.
This is a collaboration project between Resilient
Carterton, Carterton District Council and Ka Pai
Carterton.

To initiate a new community project or to involve
yourself in a project that is already underway, contact:
lucy@KaPaiCarterton.nz OR
cimone@KaPaiCarterton.nz
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